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Using molecular dynamics simulations with a many-body force field, we studied the deformation
of single crystal Ni and NiCu random alloy nanowires subjected to uniform strain rates but kept
at 300 K. For all strain rates, the Ni nanowire is elastic up to 7.5% strain with a yield stress
of 5.5 GPa, far above that of bulk Ni. At high strain rates, we find that for both systems the
crystalline phase transforms continuously to an amorphous phase, exhibiting a dramatic change in
atomic short-range order and a near vanishing of the tetragonal shear elastic constant perpendicular
to the tensile direction. This amorphization which occurs directly from the homogeneous, elastically
deformed system with no chemical or structural inhomogeneities exhibits a new mode of amorphization.
[S0031-9007(99)08867-5]
PACS numbers: 61.43.Dq, 62.20.Fe, 64.70.Pf, 68.35.RhSince their discovery in 1960 the formation and proper-
ties of amorphous metal alloys have been of great interest.
Generally the strategy for forming amorphous metals in-
volves alloying with elements that are dissimilar in size
and bonding (chemical disorder) or by introducing vari-
ous defects [1] followed by sufficiently rapid decreases
in the temperature that there is no time for crystal nuclei
to form. In contrast, we show here that a homogeneous
perfect crystal at constant temperature can be trans-
formed continuously to an amorphous metal by applica-
tion of sufficiently large strain rates. Thus, there are now
three orthogonal processes for forming amorphous metals:
(i) Rapid quenching from a liquid. (ii) Introduction of
chemical or physical disorder. (iii) Application of rapid
strain rates.
We used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to
strain fcc crystalline nanowires at a uniform rate along the
k001l crystallographic direction [2–4]. Here, to realize
an infinite nanowire we applied 1D periodic boundary
condition in the c direction (an initial length of ten fcc
unit cells, ø4 nm, while the a and b directions are five
fcc cells long, ø2 nm). We studied the deformation
behavior at constant strain rates (0.05% to 5% ps21)
and constant temperature (300 K). The tensile strain
component «33 was applied uniformly (in increments of
0.5%) to obtain the specified strain rate. The average
stress components sij in the specimen were computed at
and following each applied strain increment. At the strain
rates reported here, the stress distribution relaxes between
strain increments to a homogeneous stationary equilibrium
state of uniaxial tensile stress. We observe a crystal to
glass transformation at 300 K above a critical strain rate.
Such large strain rates are observed experimentally only
in shock wave and high velocity impact studies, where it
has been difficult to control temperature or to obtain de-
tails about dynamic structural changes. Experiments at
such high strain rates lead to shear localization arising
from adiabatic heat dissipation and local thermal soften-900 0031-9007y99y82(14)y2900(4)$15.00ing of the material, which results in highly nonequilibrium
systems that are difficult to study experimentally. The
MD simulations follow the effects of loading and loading
rate independently from those arising from heat dissipa-
tion and concomitant temperature increases.
To illustrate the effect of strain rate on the detailed
deformation, Fig. 1 displays snapshots of MD simulations
on an fcc NiCu random alloy nanowire (at 300 K)
deformed to 100% strain at strain rates from 0.5% and
5% ps21 in the z direction.
For Ù« ­ 0.5% ps21 cooperative shear events within the
crystal produce coherent shear bands, which are often co-
herent “twins.” Multiple coherent shearing events finally
lead to necking before failure. For Ù« ­ 5% ps21, the
behavior is fundamentally different. No coherent shear
bands or twins form as the system is strained. Instead,
the specimen transforms homogeneously to an amorphous
state at strains of only 0.15. This homogeneously disor-
dered material undergoes homogeneous uniform flow as
characteristic of a liquid or amorphous solid [5] with no
FIG. 1. Snapshots of a fcc NiCu alloy nanowire at 100%
strain, deformed at uniform strain rates starting with the random
alloy single crystal at 300 K. (a) 0.5% ps21; (b) 5.0% ps21.© 1999 The American Physical Society
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the crystalline state.
Figure 2 shows how the strain rates affect the stress-
strain curves (pure Ni at T ­ 300 K). For all strain
rates, the stress increases linearly with strain s«33d up to
,5.5 GPa and 7.5% strain. This elastic yield stress and
yield strain far exceed that of bulk Ni.
Past the elastic limit (7.5% strain), for lower strain rates
( Ù« ­ 0.05% or 0.5% ps21), the stress drops rapidly by
50% (to 2.8 GPa). With further strain, the stress again
rises, then drops in a repeating loading/plastic deforma-
tion cycle. The sample remains crystalline during these
stepwise transitions and accommodates the strain through
heterogeneous plastic deformation occurring by formation
of cooperatively sheared regions with reoriented fcc crys-
tal (see Fig. 1). Such transformations have been observed
previously in plastic deformation of crystals, and were ex-
plained in terms of twin formation or similar cooperative
shear processes [6].
For Ù« ­ 5% ps21, Fig. 2 shows a very different behav-
ior. Beyond 7.5% strain, the system changes continuously
from a fcc crystal to a glass with accompanying homoge-
neous plastic flow. Thus, there is a gradual rounding of
the stress-strain curve with none of the “twinning related”
stress drops observed at lower strain rates. The maxi-
mum stress of s33 ­ 9.5 GPa occurs at ,15% strain (Ni
at 300 K). Further plastic deformation leads to decreased
stress, with a limiting value of s33 , 3 GPa and a calcu-
lated viscosity ss33y Ù«d of h , 0.60 poise. Even at this
high strain rate, the sample is homogeneous with a nor-
mal Poisson contraction in the «11 and «22 strains and no
localized shear events.
Figure 3(a) shows that for Ù« ­ 0.5% ps21 the maxima
in the radial distribution function (RDF), Gsrd, expected
FIG. 2. Stress-strain curves for strain rates of 0.05% to
5% ps21 starting with a pure Ni nanowire crystal at T ­
300 K. All three strain rates show elastic behavior up to
,7.5% strain. For 0.05% and 0.5% ps21 the stress is relaxed
by twin formation, which subsequently hardens the material,
leading to a zigzag stress-strain curve. For 5% strain rate
there is a continuous transformation to the amorphous phase of
pure Ni.for a crystalline fcc system remain for distances up to
0.55 nm, but broaden. In particular, the second nearest
neighbor peak around 0.32 nm of fcc structure is clearly
resolved.
Figure 3(b) shows the RDF for Ni as a function of
strain for Ù« ­ 5% ps21. At « ­ 0.1 the RDF still shows
the peak near 0.32 nm representing the octahedral sites,
but for « ­ 0.15 this peak is gone. Thus, for strains
above 0.15 the RDF suggests that the crystalline phase has
transformed to the amorphous phase. However, starting
with the amorphous state achieved at a strain of « ­ 0.2
from straining at 5% ps21 and then slowing the strain
rate to 1% ps21, we found that the sample recrystallizes.
Thus, for pure Ni at 300 K the critical strain rate to
transform and remain amorphous is close to 5% ps21.
Figure 4 shows the elastic constants for Ni as a function
of strain for Ù« ­ 5% ps21. The uniaxial tension in the z
direction breaks the cubic symmetry so that the three inde-
pendent elastic constants split into six independent elastic
constants for the tetragonal system: C11 ­ C22, C33, C12,
C13 ­ C23, C44 ­ C55, and C66. By a strain of 0.4 to 0.7
we observe the four independent elastic constants: C11 ­
C22, C33, C12 ­ C13 ­ C23, C44 ­ C55 ­ C66 expected
for a homogeneous amorphous glass under steady state uni-
axial deformation, in particular, C66 ­ sC11 2 C12dy2, as
for an isotropic solid. Thus, Fig. 4 indicates that the amor-
phization process starts at 10% strain but is not complete
FIG. 3. Radial distribution function of Ni nanowires for
various strains at strain rates of (a) 0.5% ps21; (b) 5.0% ps21.2901
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rate of 5% ps21 (at 300 K). The strain (in the z direction)
leads to six independent Cij (C11 ­ C22, C33, C12, C13 ­
C23, C44 ­ C55, and C66). The tetragonal shear in the xy
plane, sC11 2 C12dy2, goes toward zero at the critical point
(0.11 strain) for transforming to the amorphous phase. The
steady state amorphous phase in uniaxial tension (above ,
0.6 strain) has four independent constants. The inset shows
C11 2 C12 for lower strain rates.
until 40%–70% strain (where we find the expected sym-
metry related degeneracies in the Cij’s). Thus, this relaxa-
tion takes ,6 to 12 ps, corresponding to the time for a
shear wave to traverse the MD cell a few times.
The inset of Fig. 4 shows that the tetragonal shear modu-
lus in the xy plane, sC11 2 C12dy2, decreases linearly
with increasing strain for all strain rates (pure Ni at T ­
300 K) up to ,7.5% strain. However, for Ù« # 0.5% ps21,
the shear modulus suddenly increases at 7.5% strain state
back to its original value. This is due to the relaxation of
stress by twinning or coherent shearing (Fig. 2). The linear
extrapolation of sC11 2 C12dy2 to zero would predict a
vanishing shear modulus at 11% strain. Such a vanishing
of the shear rigidity is associated with the solid to liquid
transformation [7(a)] [either [7(b)] the rhombohedral shear
modulus (C44 for cubic) or the tetragonal shear modu-
lus (C11 2 C12 for cubic)]. Tallon [8] showed that the
shear moduli do not vanish at the thermodynamic melting
temperature Tm. Rather they decrease with increasing
temperature in such a way as to extrapolate to zero at2902a critical temperature above Tm. He also found that
this instability is triggered by the vanishing of sC11 2
C12dy2 rather than C44. Recently, Wang et al. [9] derived
modified stability conditions for the case of strained solids
by including the hydrostatic pressure into the strain tensor,
which becomes important close to the instability. The
vanishing of elastic constants near the crystal to glass
transition has been measured experimentally [10–14].
For Ù« ­ 5% ps21 strain rate, we find no sudden in-
crease of the tetragonal shear modulus sC11 2 C12dy2.
Instead it decreases with increasing strain, first linearly,
then less rapidly as it approaches the critical condition. It
continues to decrease until the strain is ,10%, then bends
to form a minimum at 12% strain and then finally in-
creases to a limiting value after 30% as the amorphization
transition is complete. The deviation from a linear ex-
trapolation from 10% to 12% strain is, we believe, related
to the presence of critical shear fluctuations as the system
approaches the sC11 2 C12dy2 ­ 0 condition. Figure 4
shows that the rhombohedral shear moduli C44 ­ C55 ex-
trapolate to vanish at a strain of 20%, much higher than
for the tetragonal shear (11%), as suggested by Tallon [7].
Although the tetragonal shear modulus in the x-y plane
nearly vanishes at 11% strain, the tetragonal shear modu-
lus in xz and yz planes, sC33 2 C23dy2, increase. Thus,
the fcc nanowire first begins to amorphize in the xy plane.
The limiting viscosity of h ­ 0.06 poise calculated
from Fig. 2, combined with the limiting shear stress of
G0 ­ sC11 2 C12dy2 ­ 50 GPa from Fig. 4, combined
with the Maxwell relation, h ­ G0t, suggests a relaxa-
tion time of t ­ 1.2 ps. This corresponds to 6% strain
in Fig. 4, which is consistent with the observed relaxation
time for the stresses in the amorphous phase.
In conclusion, we report that strain rate can induce
amorphization/melting in homogeneous elastically
strained fcc single crystal nanowires. This transformation
is indicated by the following: (i) the change in the RDF
expected for an amorphous material (loss of the second-
nearest-neighbor peak at 0.32 nm); (ii) the symmetry in
the elastic constants fC66 ­ sC11 2 C12dy2g expected for
an amorphous material and (iii) the vanishing tetragonal
shear modulus fsC11 2 C1dy2 ! 0g at the start of the
transformation; (iv) a limiting stress for uniform strain
rate (leading to a viscosity of 0.06 poise). Effectively
the strain rate of Ù« ­ 5% ps21 has decreased the melting
temperature down to less than 300 K (the calculated
and experimental values for the crystalline phase are
,1700 K). For pure Ni and NiCu alloys we find that
the critical strain rate for the crystal to glass transition is
below 5% ps21. For strain rates of 0.5% ps21 and less,
we find cooperative shear events (twins) in the nanowire
but no phase transitions.
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